This study examines the eschatological discourses in Matthew and Luke. Each is considered in its narrative context, and with detailed attention given to developments in the transmission from their common source, Mark. While both reflect awareness of historical events during the period between the composition of Mark and the time of writing, they relate to the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple very differently. While Matthew is clearly written after 70 CE, the eschatological discourse is not influenced by the events of that period. The eschatological discourse in Luke, on the other hand, has been fundamentally reshaped in the light of those events.
INTRODUCTION
There is some consensus in scholarship that Mark 13 represents the earliest extant form of the synoptic eschatological discourse. Matthew 24 and Luke 21 are essentially dependent on Mark; while the former integrates with material derived from Mark 13 the Q sayings found also in Luke 17, Luke keeps separate the eschatological material derived from Mark in chapter 21 and that from Q in chapter 17. Sections of 1 Thessalonians 4, 2 Thessalonians 2, Revelation, and Didache 16 contain some of the same or similar traditions. The first and last of these make no reference to the destruction of Jerusalem and desecration of the temple, a motif in somewhat different ways central to the synoptic version of these traditions. The dating of the remaining texts is problematic, which limits account must be taken of the possibility of development in the tradition between the composition of the eschatological discourse and its incorporation in what is now the canonical gospel of Mark. Once the existence of earlier textual units is recognised, use can no longer be made of the tradition of Papias associating the gospel with Peter, and dating it to the period after his death (Eusebius, . Irrespective of the identity of Mark, the connection with Peter can at the most account for only some of the material contained in the canonical gospel.
The eschatological discourse is not the only section for which an early date is likely. I have argued elsewhere that the section Mark 2:1-3:6 as well as other smaller units must be dated to approximately the same period, viz. the reign of Agrippa I (Taylor 2000b; cf Hultgren 1979) . Theissen and Crossan have argued that the Passion Narrative, or what Crossan calls the Cross Gospel, dates from the same period (Theissen 1991; Crossan 1988; . This would seem the most likely occasion on which blame for the death of Jesus came to be transferred from Roman to Jewish rulers, and on which the Herodian family would have acquired such responsibility (cf Taylor 2000b; 2001b) . This indicates a date for an oral or written form of the Passion Narrative in the first decade of Christianity. The sayings on ritual purity and dietary observance in Mark 7 envisage an intra-Jewish debate in Palestine rather than a diaspora or missionary context in which gentile Christians are present, which suggests a date before Palestinian Christians needed to concern themselves with such issues (Dunn 1990; cf Räisänen 1992; Taylor 2003a) . The saying in Mark 9:1, if not dominical, clearly dates from a period before it was falsified through the passing of time; even if juxtaposition of the transfiguration story reflects a reinterpretation thereof, this would have been necessary before the end of the third decade of Christianity at the latest (pace, Meier 1994:341-44) . 2 Other pericopae in Mark can less easily be dated with any precision, but there is no indication of any influence of the events of 66-70 CE or later on the tradition. A date for canonical Mark during the period not later than c. 60-64 CE will therefore be presupposed for the purposes of this study.
Before addressing the central question, some comments on the interrelationship of oral and scribal traditions in the synoptic gospels would be helpful. While some diversity in the tradition may be attributable to the frequency with Jesus imparted the same material on different occasions (Wright 1992) , it needs also to be recognised that oral traditions develop and bifurcate, and therefore some reflect earlier stages in the transmission than others, even if it is not always possible to be certain which (cf Allison 1998) . Oral traditions do not cease to function once a written text has been produced (cf Crossan 1998) . Only where a text is found in isolation from the context in which it was produced, and forms the basis of a new text, is it possible to exclude oral traditions from influencing the transmission and redaction processes. It is unlikely that any early
Christian text originates in a context in which oral Jesus traditions were not being transmitted, interpreted, and expounded. Therefore, while Mark and (a written) Q will be regarded, for the present purpose, as the foundation documents of Matthew and Luke, this does not exclude the possibility that oral traditions influenced the reception and interpretation of these documents, and accordingly the ways in which they were used, together with other written sources, in the composition 
THE ESCHATOLOGICAL DISCOURSE IN MATTHEW
There is a broad consensus in scholarship that Matthew was written some years after 70 CE (Beare 1981:7-12; Davies & Allison 1988:127-38; Filson 1960:10-16; Schweizer 1975:15-17; Stanton 1992:157-68; contra, Reicke 1972; Robinson 1976 prophecy of the events of 70" (Robinson 1976:20) . This observation will be seen to be significant when we come to examine the transmission of the eschatological discourse in Matthew.
The eschatological discourse is drawn largely from Mark 13, incorporating some material from Q and another source akin to Didache 16. It is placed in the centre of Jesus' fifth and final major discourse in Matthew 23-25. This begins in the temple, which Jesus and his disciples vacate for the last time at 24:1.
Despite the shift of location from the temple to the Mount of Olives, there is some degree of continuity through the discourse. However, as we are dealing with the transmission of the traditions contained in Mark 13, we can focus our attention on chapter 24 of Matthew. The surrounding text need be considered only insofar as it impinges on our central question.
Matthew 23 concludes with the juxtaposition of two Q sayings, which Luke transmits separately, and in the reverse order, at 11:49-51 and 13:34-35.
Whereas in Luke, and presumably in Q, the reference to the temple in the latter text is ambiguous but probable (Taylor 1999b:714) & Allison 1997:321-22) . The temple is abandoned by God for destruction, as a consequence of the murder of the prophets (Beare 1981:462; Davies & Allison 1997:322) . There is no reference to fire in this text, which indicates that its transmission and redaction have not been influenced by the historical event (Beare 1981: 462 and not as a response to, the disciples' comment on the scale and grandeur of ta\ j oi0 kodoma\ j tou~ i9 erou. Ou0 mh\ a0 feqh| w{ de li/ qov e0 pi\ li/ qon o$ v ou0 kataluqh/ setai (24:2) therefore confirms a judgement of destruction which has already been pronounced.
A major development from Mark lies in the question posed to Jesus by the disciples, which provides the narrative pretext for the eschatological discourse.
As well as asking when the events Jesus had just foretold would take place (Mk 13:3), the disciples in Matthew ask Jesus to identify the shmei= on, not that fulfilment of the preceding prophecies was imminent, but the shmei= on of his parousi/ a and suntelei/ av tou~ ai0 wñov (24:3). However distinct these events may be (Beare 1981:464) , the destruction of the temple can be equated with neither, and the disciples expect them to be announced by the same signal.
While, for as long as the temple stood, Christians must have expected its destruction as foretold by Jesus (Mk 13:2; cf 11:15-17; Taylor 1999c; 1999d) , this is not the event awaited by Jesus' disciples in Matthew. Irrespective of whether the rephrasing of the question is a response to the fall of Jerusalem, for Matthew the destruction of the temple has ceased to be a defining eschatological sign.
Whereas for Mark the destruction of the temple is subsumed in a cosmic eschatological event, and not equated with its desecration (Taylor 1996b) , for
Matthew the question of importance is that cosmic eschatological event, not any terrestrial precursor (cf Davies & Allison 1997:337; pace, Balabanski 1997:129 503-13,529-34,574-8; 5.309,421,530-33) , in which case this aspect of Jesus' prophecy is understood by the evangelist to have been fulfilled. However, it is also possible that Matthew is simply observing Jewish sensibilities, and avoiding connotations of the divine name (Davies & Allison 1997:339) .
Matthew transmits Mk 13:9-13 not in the eschatological discourse but at 10:17-22, in the context of the charge to the disciples, before they are despatched on a mission to Israel during the historical ministry of Jesus. The experiences of persecution and betrayal are no longer a matter of eschatological expectation, except insofar as the period of the evangelist is by implication located between the historical ministry of Jesus and his awaited return.
Persecution belongs to the present experience of Christians, from the time of Jesus' historical ministry onwards, and is not a future expectation. This was part of the experience of Christians in Palestine and elsewhere well before the fall of Jerusalem (Jewett 1971; Reicke 1984; Taylor 1996a; 2001b; 2002) , and this development in the transmission of the tradition in no way reflects or presupposes any influence by the events of 66-70 CE.
In place of Mk 13:9-13 Matthew incorporates at 24:10-12 material derived from another source. indicates a common source (cf Davies & Allison 1997:337; Niederwimmer 1998:42-52, 207-27) . The content is not dissimilar to that which it replaces either, and it is likely that some redactional phrases (24:9, 13, 14) are used to join the texts. The level of persecution alluded to is heightened, in that Jesus explicitly states that a0 poktenousin u9 maṽ (24:9). The deaths of martyrs are attested in Jerusalem from an early date (Taylor 2001b (Taylor , 2003b , and Paul at least was no stranger to the threat of violent death in other places (cf 1 Cor 15:32). The climax (Haenchen 1968:444; Theissen 1991:159-60 ) of the eschatological discourse, so far as Jesus' response to the disciples in Mark is concerned, is fundamentally unaltered in Matthew. The same phrase to\ bde/ lugma thj e0 rhmw/ sewj, derived from Mk 13:14, is retained in Mt 24:15.
The implicit reference to its location in the temple in Mark becomes explicit in Matthew with e0 n to/ pw| a9 gi/ w| . The kryptic allusion in Mark to a written text as a clue to interpretation becomes in Matthew an explicit citation of Daniel as prophecy to be fulfilled. We should assume that the evangelist understands all three Daniel texts (9:27; 11:31; 12:11) to be fulfilled through the events to which he is alluding, rather than one specific occurrence, even though Dan 12:11 LXX is the only one with which Mt 24:15 is in verbal agreement. 3 There is no doubt that Mark is quite consciously alluding to Daniel (Taylor 1996b) , and therefore no substantial development in the interpretation of the tradition between Mark and
Matthew. There is in any event no likelihood that the more overt citation of 3 . 9.27:MT ,Mmw#m Cwq#h, LXX, Theod. Bde/ lugma twñ e0 rhmw/ sewn; 11.31: MT Mmw#m Cwq#h, LXX bde/ lugma erhmw/ sewj, Theod. Bde/ lugma h0 fani/ smenon; 12.11: MT Mm# Cwq#, LXX to bde/ lugma thj e0 rhmw/ sewj, Theod. Bde/ lugma e0 rhmw/ sewj.
Daniel is influenced by the events of 70 CE. If anything, it is more likely that this development took place before the temple was destroyed, as all three verses in Daniel refer quite clearly to the forcible cessation of the cult and the establishment of a sacrilegious object and cult in the temple, and none makes any suggestion that the building would be destroyed. Dn 9:27 and 12:11 both indicate that this profanation of the temple would be the final precursor to God's eschatological intervention, and the latter text suggests that this would take place within a period of four years. Therefore, even if the supplanting of the established cult with an idolatrous one has come to be reinterpreted as destruction of the shrine in which the cult is practised, 4 unless Matthew was written within four years of the destruction of the temple, any influence of that event on the transmission and redaction of the tradition must be excluded.
Rather, it should be assumed that scribal and possibly apocalyptic interests led to the more explicit citation of Daniel, and not any perceived fulfilment in the events of 70 CE. It is, furthermore, far from clear that Matthew regards this prophecy as already having been fulfilled, or whether, like Mark, he still expects this to take place (cf 2 Th 2:3-4; cf Davies & Allison 1997:345-46 20:167-72, 188) . It is entirely possible that the evangelist is responding to known events of the period. These, however, took place before rather than during or after the war of 66-70 CE, and would not have entered the tradition under the influence of that war. Manifestation, or rather clandestine presence, e0 n toiṽ tamei/ oiv does not reflect any known event of the first century, with the possible exception of Simon bar Giora's concealment and then dramatic appearance in the temple after the Roman occupation thereof, which led to his capture and ultimately execution in Rome at the conclusion of Vespasian and Titus's triumphal procession . However, the emphasis in Josephus's account is on Simon's dramatic appearance, not any clandestine messianic activities before his self-manifestation. On the contrary, his activities hitherto had been public, and his concealment was for dramatic effect when the Romans took the temple, as well as fulfilment of expectations that the temple would be the place where the messiah was manifested. While there was almost certainly some hope or expectation of messianic delivery during the final stages of the siege of Jerusalem, whether Christians would have identified with such sentiments is another matter (Taylor 1999c (Taylor , 1999d shortly, corresponding as they do to phenomena related in the subsequent verse.
It is possible that to\ shmei= on tou~ ui9 ou~ tou~ a0 nqrw/ pou e0 n ou0 ranw| refers to the opening of heaven, allowing Christ the Son of Man to descend for the events that are to follow. In this case, the opening is not merely a practical prerequisite to the manifestation and parousia of Christ, but the signal that this is about to take place. It is also possible that to\ shmei= on is envisaged as a military type of but his focus has shifted to the return of Christ and the end of the age. This has been accomplished without alteration to the eschatological discourse itself, but only to the question posed by the disciples at the beginning. This is possible partly because Mark has already distanced terrestrial events in the temple from the cosmic events which define the ultimate eschatological moment (Taylor 1996b ). However, it needs also to be noted that the temple had ceased to be the locus of Christian eschatological hopes at an early date, and was relevant only as an institution upon which Jesus had pronounced judgement. Its destruction was fulfilment, but not in itself a moment of eschatological ultimacy.
THE ESCHATOLOGICAL DISCOURSE IN LUKE
The majority of scholars believe that Luke was written some years after the fall of Jerusalem, and probably in an urban centre of the eastern Mediterranean region outside Palestine (Bacon 1925:66-67 (Reicke 1972; Robinson 1976) , and some argue that an earlier version, commonly known as proto-Luke, was in circulation prior to the canonical redaction (Gaston 1970:244-56; Streeter 1930:233-70; Taylor 1926) . If either of the latter is correct, then any influence of the events of 70 CE on the tradition is a priori excluded. However, if the majority position is correct, then the influence of the fall of Jerusalem and destruction of the temple on the transmission of the eschatological discourse in Luke needs to be established.
As noted above, Luke includes two eschatological discourses. The first is derived from Q, and consists of thematically related but schematically unconnected sayings (17:22-37; cf Horsley & Draper 1999) . This is delivered poreu/ esqai ei0 v 0 Ierousalh\ m .… ia\ me/ son Samarei/ av kai\ Galilai/ av Jesus' first pronouncement of destruction on Jerusalem is located not in the city itself or its environs, but somewhere in the territory of Antipas, i e in Galilee or, less likely (cf 17:11), Peraea (13:31), en route for Jerusalem (13:22).
The Q saying preserved in Lk 13:34-35 precedes Jesus' arrival in Jerusalem for the first time since the infancy narratives (2:22-38,41-50), and is therefore not a response to conditions he discovers in the city and temple (Taylor 1999b) . While it may be debatable whether this text refers to the temple, or to the city as a whole, or even to the dynasty associated with Jerusalem (cf Baltzer 1965), any reference to the city would surely include the temple. A Davidic reference is highly unlikely, given that the dynasty had been defunct for centuries, and there is no attempt to relate this to the recurring theme of the davidic descent of Jesus The saying is generally ascribed to tradition unique to Luke (L), as well as to Mk 13:2, rather than to the redactor (cf Fitzmyer 1985 (cf Fitzmyer :1253 . The prediction of destruction in 19:44 refers to the city as a whole, rather than to the temple in particular as in Mk 13:2. The explicit military imagery, of a siege followed by the massacre of the inhabitants of the city, leads the majority of scholars to believe that the tradition has been modified in the light of the events of 70 CE when the Roman forces took Jerusalem (C F Evans 1990:685; Fitzmyer 1985 Fitzmyer :1253 ).
Other scholars argue that the influence upon the tradition is derived not from the siege and destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans in 70 CE, but by LXX accounts of the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in 587 BCE (Dodd 1947; cf C A Evans 1990:290,294-95) . This issue will be considered in detail below, when Lk 21:20-24 is discussed. For the present, however, we must note that the issue which divides scholars is crucial to establishing whether or not
Christian beliefs and expectations were significantly affected by the fall of Jerusalem.
The eschatological discourse is located in the temple court, and not on the
Mount of Olives as in Mark and Matthew. The comments which precipitate
Jesus' pronouncement of destruction (21:6) are not attributed to the disciples, and concern not so much the scale as the adornment of the temple buildings C F Evans 1990:736; Fitzmyer 1985 Fitzmyer :1327 . Jesus' response is public discourse rather than secret or esoteric teaching to his disciples.
Jesus' eschatological speech is derived substantially from Mark 13 in its basic structure, with scholars debating whether mutations in the transmission are attributable to a second source (C A Evans 1990:312; Fitzmyer 1985 Fitzmyer :1326 Gaston 1970; Hartman 1966:228-34) or are redactional (C F Evans 1990:732) .
Note should also be taken of the position of Manson (1957:328-331) (C F Evans 1990:747-48; Fitzmyer 1985 Fitzmyer :1342 . The opposite position is argued variously by Dodd (1947) and Manson (1957; cf Robinson 1976:13-30 (Sanders 1985; Taylor 1999a Taylor , 1999c Taylor , 1999d (Taylor 1996b) .
Nevertheless the material is derived from Mark (C F Evans 1990:748; Fitzmyer 1985 Fitzmyer :1342 tesouñtai sto/ mati maxai/ rhv, the inhabitants of Jerusalem and those taking refuge there would ai0 xmalwtiswh/ sontai ei0 v ta\ e1 qnh pa/ nta, taken captive, exiled, and enslaved in other lands. While massacre and the enslavement of survivors were the commonplace sequel to sieges, and had followed the destruction of Jerusalem by the Babylonians in 587 BCE (2 Ki 24:11, 18-21), and the motif therefore does not require any specific historical event, substituting apocalyptic speculation with historical prose does not in itself account for this change in the received tradition. Rather, the aftermath of the destruction of Jerusalem in 70 CE, and its patou/ menh u9 po\ e0 qnwñ, is reflected in this verse.
The concluding statement a1 xri ou{ plhrwqwsin kairoi\ e0 qnwñ indicates some limit to the duration of gentile domination over Jerusalem and the people of Israel (C A Evans 1990:313; C F Evans 1990:752) . This would be a stage in salvation history, which would be curtailed, as the subsequent passage makes clear, by the cosmic events which would climax in the coming of the Son of Man.
In a sense, therefore, the notion of a defined era in salvation history which would be characterised by pagan domination is the counterpart to the markan expectation that the time of tribulation would be curtailed by God's final saving act (13:20).
Luke omits the reference to false messiahs and false prophets in 
CONCLUSION
We have considered the eschatological discourses in Mt 24 and Lk 21, and found 
